Using computer simulations we investigate the microscopic structure of the singular director field within a nematic droplet. As a theoretical model for nematic liquid crystals we take hard spherocylinders. To induce an overall topological charge, the particles are either confined to a two-dimensional circular cavity with homeotropic boundary or to the surface of a three-dimensional sphere. Both systems exhibit halfinteger topological point defects. The isotropic defect core has a radius of the order of one particle length and is surrounded by free-standing density oscillations. The effective interaction between two defects is investigated. All results should be experimentally observable in thin sheets of colloidal liquid crystals.
Introduction
Liquid crystals (LC) show behavior intermediate between liquid and solid. The coupling between orientational and positional degrees of freedom leads to a large variety of mesophases. The microscopic origin lies in anisotropic particle shapes and anisotropic interactions between the particles that constitute the material. The simplest, most liquid-like LC phase is the nematic phase where the particles are aligned along a preferred direction while their spatial positions are, like in an ordinary liquid, homogeneously distributed in space. The preferred direction, called the nematic director, can be macroscopically observed by illuminating a nematic sample between crossed polarizers. There are many different systems that possess a nematic phase. Basically, one can distinguish between molecular LCs where the constituents are molecules and colloidal LCs containing mesoscopic particles, e.g., suspensions of tobacco mosaic viruses [1] . Furthermore there is the possibility of self-assembling rodlike micelles [2] , that can be studied with small-angle neutron scattering [3] . There are various theoretical approaches to deal with nematic liquid crystals. On a coarse-grained level one may use Ginzburg-Landau theories, including phenomenological elastic constants. The central idea is to minimize an appropriate Frank elastic energy with respect to the nematic director field [4] . Second, there are spin models, like the Lebwohl-Lasher model, see, e.g., Refs. [5, 6, 7] . There the basic degrees of freedom are rotators sitting on the sites of a lattice and interacting with their neighbors. The task is to sample appropriately the configuration space. The third class of models consists of particles with orientational and positional degrees of freedom. Usually, the interactions among particles is an anisotropic pair potential. Examples are Gay-Berne particles, e.g. [8, 9] and hard bodies, e.g., hard spherocylinders (HSC) [10] . Beginning with the classical isotropic-nematic phase transition for the limit of thin, long needles due to Onsager [11] , our knowledge has grown enormously for the system of hard spherocylinders. The bulk properties have recently been understood up to close packing. The phase diagram has been calculated by computer simulations [12] , density-functional theory [13] and cell theory [14] . There are various stable crystal phases, like an elongated face-centered cubic lattice with ABC stacking sequence, a plastic crystal, smectic-A phase, nematic and isotropic fluid. Besides bulk properties, one has investigated various situations of external confinement, like nematics confined to a cylindrical cavity [15] or between parallel plates [16, 17] . Also effects induced by a single wall have been studied, like depletion-driven adsorption [18] , anchoring [19] , wetting [20] , and the influence of curvature [21] . Furthermore, solid bodies immersed in nematic phases experience non-trivial forces [22, 23] , and point defects experience an interaction [24] . Topological defects within ordered media are deviations from ideal order, loosely speaking, that can be felt at an arbitrary large separation distance from the defect position. Complicated examples are screw dislocations in crystalline lattices and inclusions in smectic films [25] . To deal with topological defects the mathematical tools of homotopy theory may be employed [26] to classify all possible structures. The basic ingredients are the topology of both the embedding physical space and the order parameter space. For the case of nematics, there are two kinds of stable topological defects in 3d, namely point defects and line defects, whereas in 2d there are only point defects. These defects arise when the system is quenched from the isotropic to the nematic state [27] . Also the dynamics has been investigated [28] experimentally. The investigation of equilibrium topological defects in nematics has received a boost through a striking possibility to stabilize defects by imprisoning the nematic phase within a spherical droplet. The droplet boundary induces a non-trivial effect on the global structure within the droplet. Moreover, it can be experimentally controlled in a variety of ways to yield different well-defined boundary conditions, namely homeotropic or tangential ones. One famous experimental system are polymer-dispersed LCs. Concerning nematic droplets, there are various studies using the Lebwohl-Lasher model [5, 6, 7] . There are investigations of the droplet shape [29, 30] , the influence of an external field [31] , and chiral nematic droplets [32] , structure factor [33] , and ray propagation [34] . Other systems that exhibits topological defects are nematic emulsions [35, 36, 37] , and defect gels in cholesteric LCs [38] . The formation of disclination lines near a free nematic interface was reported [39] .
In this work we are concerned with the microscopic structure of topological defects in nematics. We use a model for rod-like particles with a pair-wise hard core interaction, namely hard spherocylinders. It accounts for both, the orientational degrees of freedom as well as the positional degrees of freedom of the particles constituting the nematic. Especially, it allows for mobility of the defect positions. This system is investigated with Monte Carlo computer simulations. The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 our theoretical model is defined, namely hard spherocylinders within a planar spherical cavity and on the surface of a sphere. For comparison, we also propose a simplified toy model of topologically aligned rods. Section 3 is devoted to the analytical tools employed, such as order parameter and density profiles. Section 4 gives details about the computer simulation techniques used. The results of our investigation are given in section 5 and we finish with concluding remarks and a discussion of the experimental relevance of the present work in section 6.
The Model

Hard Spherocylinders
We consider N identical particles with center-of-mass position coordinates r i = (r xi , r yi ) and orientations n i , where the index i = 1, . . . , N labels the particles. Each particle has a rod-like shape: It is composed of a cylinder of diameter σ and length L − σ and two hemispheres with the same diameter capping the cylinder on its flat sides. In three dimensions (3d) this geometric shape is called a spherocylinder, see Fig.1 . The 2d analog is sometimes called discorectangle as it is made of a rectangle and two half discs. We assume a hard core interaction between any two spherocylinders that forbids particle overlap. Formally, we may write U (r i , n i ; r j , n j ) = ∞ if particles i and j overlap 0 else
The geometric overlap criterion involves a sequence of elementary algebraic tests. They are composed of scalar and vector products between the distance vector of both particles and both orientation vectors. The explicit form can be found e.g. in Ref. [40] . The bulk system is governed by two dimensionless parameters, namely the packing fraction η, which is the ratio of the space filled by the particle "material" and the system volume V . In two dimensions it is given by η = (N/V )(σ(L − σ) + πσ 2 /4). The second parameter is the anisotropy p = L/σ which sets the length-to-width ratio. The bulk phase diagram in 3d was recently mapped out by computer simulation [12] and density-functional theory [13] . The nematic phase is found to be stable for anisotropies p > 5. In 2d the phase diagram is not known completely but there is an isotropic to nematic phase transition for infinitely thin needles [41] . The nematic phase is also present in a system of hard ellipses [42, 43] verified by computer simulations. In 2d the nematic-isotropic transitions was investigated using density-functional theory [44] and scaled-particle theory [45] . There is work about equations of state [46] , and direct correlation functions [47] within a geometrical framework.
Planar model
To align the particles near the system boundary homeotropically we apply a suitably chosen external potential. The particles are confined within a spherical cavity representing the droplet shape. The interaction of each HSC with the droplet boundary is such that the center of mass of each particle is not allowed to leave the droplet, see Fig.2 . The corresponding external potential is given by
where c 0 is a vector pointing towards the center of the droplet with radius R. The system volume is V = πR 2 . This boundary condition is found to induce a nematic order perpendicular to the droplet boundary as the particles try to stick one of their ends to the outside. The validity of this procedure will be demonstrated in section 5. In the limit, p = 0, we recover the confined hard sphere system recently investigated in 2d [48] and 3d [49, 50, 51] .
Spherical model
A second possibility to induce an overall topological charge is to confine the particles to a non-planar, curved space, which we chose to be the surface of a sphere in three-dimensional space. The particles are forced to lie tangentially on the sphere with radius R, see Fig.3 . Mathematically, this is expressed as
The director field on the surface of a sphere has to have defects. This is known as the "impossibility of combing a hedgehog". The total topological charge [26] is two. The topological charge is a winding number that counts the number of times the nematic director turns along a closed path around the defect. It may have positive and negative, integer or half-integer values, namely 0, ±1/2, ±1, ±3/2 . . ..
Aligned Rods
To investigate the pure positional effects we study a further simplified toy model where the orientation of each rod is uniquely given by its position. Therefore consider an arbitrary unit vector field n(r) describing a given nematic order pattern. Microscopically, the particles are allowed to fluctuate around this mean orientation. Here, however, we neglect these fluctuation by imposing n i = n(r i ). Next, we chose the director field to possess a singular defect with topological charge t, e. g. in 2d, n(r) = n (t) (r) ≡
, where the spatial dependent rotation matrix is given by
The angle is specified by φ(r) = arctan(r x /r y ). The vector q (t) is a constant unit vector. It describes the orientations of particles with position coordinates on the r x -axis, i.e., r y =0. The case of parallel aligned rods, n = const, is recovered for t = 0. This system has been used to study higher ordered liquid crystalline phases [52] . We finally introduce a director field that has two half-integer topological defects with opposite orientations,
where e x is the x unit vector. The chosen separation distance between the defects of 5(L − σ) is a rough estimate for the parameters considered for the planar model. In the following, this model is called "aligned model".
Analytical Tools
To give a systematic introduction to the order parameters we assign each particle a rank two tensor specified by a topological charge t
where ⊗ denotes the dyadic product between two vectors, 1 is the unit matrix, and r ′ i is the difference vector r ′ i = r i − c. The vector c will be chosen to point to the interesting location, i.e. the center of the droplet c 0 or defect positions c 1 , c 2 (to be defined below). Thus, we define
with i labeling N J particles in a set J with given orientations n i and positions r i . We study radially symmetric problems, so it is possible to define Q (t) radially resolved as
Global behavior
For t = 0, D (t) reduces to the unit matrix and we obtain the bulk tensorial order parameter Q (0) . The normalized eigenvector q (0) corresponding to the largest eigenvalue
is the global nematic director. Next we probe the particle orientations against the nematic director q (0) . Therefore we consider the radially resolved quantity
where . . . denotes an ensemble average. We have also introduced a normalized spherical average by
The boundary condition induces a star-like nematic pattern, so we introduce S (1) (r), describing the star behavior radially resolved. Choosing t = 1 we find
is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of Q (1) . We want to analyze S (0) (r) and S (1) (r) around the center of the droplet, hence c is chosen to be c 0 , pointing to the center of the droplet. Important for discussing the nematic phase behavior is also the density profile ρ(r) around the center c 0 of the droplet:
Local behavior
For a closer look to the disclinations, an order parameter is needed that indicates half-integer defects. Simply, we can chose t = 1/2 for our general order parameter tensor Q (t) and we obtain λ can be calculated by particles in a suitable surrounding defining the set J. The two maxima we get from sampling the system with this probe define the defect centers at positions c 1 and c 2 . Using the normalized eigenvector q
what is actually a rotation of q
is depicted as an arrow in Fig.4 . The rotation angle is the angle between q ( 1 2 ) and the x-axis. Similarly to S (0) (r) and S (1) (r) we introduce S (   1 2 ) (r), radially resolved from the defect center c i , i = 1, 2, describing the quality of the actual particle orientations related to their ideal orientations.
= 2
Explicitly, the ideal director field can be written as
Interesting results are also supplied from the circular-averaged density profile (12) around the defect center c i , i = 1, 2.
Defect distributions
For a given configuration of particles the planar nematic droplet has a preferred direction given by the global nematic director q (0) . Each of the two topological defects has a position c i and an orientation i , i = 1, 2. These quantities can be set in relation to each other to extract information about the average defect behavior and its fluctuations. In particular, we investigated the following probability distributions P , all depending on a single distance or angle. Concerning single defect properties, we investigate the separation distance from the droplet center,
and the orientation relative to the nematic director,
Between both defects there is a distance distribution,
and an angular distribution between defect orientations,
4 Computer Simulation
Monte Carlo
All our simulations were performed with the canonical Monte-Carlo technique keeping particle-number N, volume V and temperature T constant, for details we refer to Ref. [53] . To simulate spherocylinders with only hard interactions, each Monte-Carlo trial is exclusively accepted when there is no overlap of any particles. One trial always consists of a small variation of position and orientation of one HSC. For the planar case the translation for the particle i is constructed by adding a small random displacement ∆r i to the vector r i , similarly the rotation consists of adding a small random vector ∆n i to the direction n i with ∆n i · n i = 0. To achieve an isotropic trial on the surface of the sphere, the rotation matrix M is applied simultaneously to the vectors r i and n i . It is defined as
with s = sin ∆θ and c = 1 − cos ∆θ. α, β, γ are the -for every trial randomly chosen -cartesian coordinates of the unit vector specifying the rotation axis, ∆θ is a small random angle the vectors are rotated. With this method a simultaneous translation and rotation is warranted by keeping the vectors r i and n i normalized and perpendicularly oriented. The maximal possible variation in all cases is adjusted such that the probability of accepting a move is about fifty percent. The overlap criteria were checked by comparing the second virial coefficient of two-and three-dimensional HSC with simulation results, where the excluded volume of two HSC were calculated. Each of the runs (I)-(VII) was performed with 5·10 7 trials per particle. One tenth of each run was discarded for equilibration. Especially the strongly fluctuating distance distribution between both defects, P (c 12 ), needs good statistics. All quantities were averaged by 25 partial runs, from which also error bars were calculated. An overview of the simulated systems is given in Tab.1. The systems (I)-(VII) are planar. System (I) is the reference. To study finite-size effects, system (II) has half as many particles, and system (III) has twice as many particles as (I). To investigate the dependence on the thermodynamic parameters, system (IV) has a lower packing fraction η, and system (V) has a higher one compared to system (I). The other thermodynamic parameter is the anisotropy, which is smaller for system (VI) and higher for system (VII) compared to the system (I). To keep the nematic phase stable for the short rods of system (VI), the packing fraction η had to be increased. The packing fraction of the dense system (V) is η = 0.4143. The spherical system has the same number of particles N , packing fraction η and anisotropy p as the reference (I). The radius of the sphere is half the radius of the planar droplet. The aligned rod model has the same parameters as the reference system (I).
Technical issues
We discuss briefly a projection method for the spherical problem and a search algorithm to find defect positions. In order to perform calculations for the spherical system all the interesting vectors in three dimensions are projected to a two-dimensional plane. Imagine a given vector c from the middle of the sphere pointing to an arbitrary point of the surface. We convert a position r i and orientation n i to the vector r p i and n p i in a plane perpendicular to c through
After obtaining a set {r p i , n p i } of three dimensional vectors on this way, we transform them into a set of two dimensional vectors by typical algebraic methods. As reference the projection of the x unit vector of the fixed three dimensional coordinate system is always the x-orientation of the 'new' coordinate-system in two dimensions. The results show that curvature effects are small. To investigate the radial structure and interactions of the disclinations it is necessary to localize the centers of the two point defects. As described in the last section, the λ ( 1 2 ) -parameter measures the quality of a half-integer defect in a chosen area, so the task is to find the two maxima of λ in the described way. After sampling the grid both maxima are stored and for every maximum a refining Monte-Carlo-search is performed. The surrounding of size of the grid spacing is randomly sampled and the probe is only moved when λ were performed with projected two-dimensional vectors as described before. It is important to chose an adequate radius for the probe. If the radius is too large, the probe overlaps both defects. As they have opposite orientations on the average, the located point of the maximum deviates from the point we are interested in. If the radius is too small, an ill-defined position results, as fluctuations become more important. The simulation results show that a good choice for the radius is two rodlengths. Although this definition contains some freedom, we find the defect position to be a robust quantity. A detailed discussion is given in the following section.
Results
Let us first discuss the results from the planar model. As the planar droplet is a rotational symmetric object, we plot nematic order parameters as a function of the radial distance from the center of the droplet, see Fig.5 . S 0 is the usual bulk nematic order parameter, but radially resolved. It reaches values of 0.6-0.75 in the middle of the droplet, r < 2L, indicating a nematic portion that breaks the global rotational symmetry of the system. For large r (r > 3L), S (0) reaches values slightly larger than the isotropic value of 0. The decrease, however, is not due to a microscopically isotropic fluid state, as can be seen from the behavior of S (1) . This order parameter indicates globally star-like alignment of particles for r > 3L. It vanishes in the nematic "street" in the center of the droplet. The distance where S (0) and S (1) intersect is an estimate for the defect positions. In Fig.5 , the finite size behavior of S (t) is plotted for particle numbers N = 1004, 2008, 4016 corresponding to systems (II), (I), (III). There is a systematic shift of the intersection point of S (0) and S (1) to larger values as the system grows, the numerical values are r/L = 2.54, 2.91, 3.87. This growth happens to be sub-linear. If r is scaled by the droplet radius R, a slight shift to smaller values is observed as the system size grows. Keeping the medium-sized system (I) as a reference, we have investigated the impact of changing the thermodynamic variables. For different packing fractions, η=0.2894 (IV), 0.3321 (I), 0.4143 (V), we found that the intersection distances are r/L=3.90, 2.91, 1.43. Upon increasing the density the nematic order grows. This statement is correct for the star-order S (1) . But this increase happens on the cost of the nematic street at small r-values. Increasing η leads to a compression of the inhomogeneous, interesting region in the center of the droplet. A similar effect can be observed upon changing the other thermodynamic variable, namely the anisotropy p. The nematic street is compressed for longer rods, p = 31(VII), r/L=1.33. Shorter rods, p = 16, need a higher density to form a nematic phase, so the values for systems (I), r/R=3.16, and (VI), r/L=2.91, are similar, as both effects cancel out. Having demonstrated that the system exhibits a broken rotational symmetry, we have to assure that no freezing into a smectic or even crystalline state occurs. Therefore we plot radial density profiles ρ(r), where r is the distance from the droplet center, in Fig.6 . The density shows pronounced oscillations for large r near the boundary of the system. They become damped upon increasing the separation distance from the droplet boundary and practically vanish after two rod lengths for intermediate density and four rod lengths for high density. Approaching the droplet center, r = 0, the density reaches a constant value for the weakly nematic systems (I), (IV), and (V). For the strongly nematic systems, (V) with high density and (VII) with large anisotropy, a density decay at the center of the droplet occurs. This effect is not directly caused by the boundary as the density oscillations due to packing effects are damped. It is merely due to the nematic inhomogeneity present in the system. Quantitatively, the relative decrease is (ρ(3L) − ρ(0))/ρ(3L) = 0.11 (V), 0.09 (VII). The finite-size corrections for systems (II) and (III) are negligible. From both, the scissor-like behavior of the nematic order (Fig.5) and from the homogeneity of the density profile away from the system wall (Fig.6) , we conclude that the system is in a thermodynamically stable nematic phase, and seems to contain two topological defects with charge 1/2. Next we investigate the defect positions and their orientations. To illustrate both, snapshots for configurations of the planar system are shown in Figs.7 (I) and 8 (V). One can see the coupling of the nematic order from the first layer of particles near the wall to the inside of the droplet. The center of the droplet is aligned along a nematic director (indicated by the bar outside the droplet). The two emerging defects are depicted by symbols. The same scenario can happen on the surface of the sphere, see Fig.9 , where the total topological charge is not induced by a system boundary but by the topology of the sphere itself. The positions of the defects are defined by maxima of the λ is radially resolved around the defect position in Fig.11 . It has a pronounced maximum around r = 1.2L. For smaller distances it decreases rapidly due to disorder in the core region. For larger distances the influence from the second defect partner decreases the half-integer nematic order S . The curves show two artifacts due to the search strategy employed: A rise near r = 0 and a jump at the boundary of the search probe. The finite-size corrections, (II), (III), and the boundary effects (sphere) are small. These curves lie on top of each other. Also shown is the profile around a bulk defect (bulk). It has a plateau value inside the probe, r < 2L, and vanishes outside. The behavior near r = 0 and r = 2 are artifacts of the search probe. If one subtracts the bulk contribution from the topological defect (I), the jump at the border of the probe vanishes (I-bulk). The results from the aligned model (aligned) are as expected: For r/L < 2.38, the order S . Increasing the overall density, and increasing the anisotropy leads to a more pronounced hump, see Fig.12 . By radially resolving the probability of finding a particle around a defect center, we end up with density profiles depicted in Fig.13 . The defect is surrounded by density oscillations with a wavelength of the particle length. The finite-size dependence is small. To estimate the influence from the system wall, one may compare with the spherical system. It shows slightly weaker oscillations. This might be due to curvature effects, as the effective packing fraction is slightly smaller as the linear particles may escape the spherical system. The toy model of aligned rods also exhibits a non-trivial density profile, showing a decrease towards small distance and oscillations. In all cases the first peak has a separation distance of one half particle length from the defect center. The second peak appears at r = 3/2L. Again the search probe induces an artificial structure near r = 2L. From this analysis, we can conclude that the oscillations are due to packing effects. The density oscillations become more pronounced at higher density, and for larger anisotropy, see Fig.14 . Each defect is characterized by its radial distance r from the center, and the angle θ between its orientation and the global nematic director q (0) . Let us discuss the probability distributions of these quantities. In Fig.15 the probability distribution for finding the defect at a distance r from the center is shown.
Generally, the distributions are very broad. This indicates large mobility of the defects. A maximum occurs at roughly two rod separations from the center. Changing the thermodynamical variables has a large effect, see Fig.16 . For the stronger nematic systems (V) and (VII), the distribution becomes sharper with a pronounced maximum at r = 1.5L. Decreasing the anisotropy weakens the nematic phase, so system (IV) has a very broad distribution. Angular distributions are depicted in Fig.17 . The variable θ is the angle between the defect orientation and the global nematic order. A clear maximum near π/2 occurs. Again, the distributions become sharper as density or anisotropy are increased. We finally investigate the interactions of two defects. A complete probability distribution of both defect positions can be regarded as arising from an effective interaction potential V eff (c 1 , c 2 ) between the defects. The latter play the role of quasi-particles. The effective interaction arises from averaging over the particle positions while keeping the defect positions constant. The effective interaction and the probability distribution are related via P (c 1 , c 2 ) ∝ exp(−βV eff (c 1 , c 2 )). Instead of the full probability distribution, we show its dependence on the separation distance between both defects and their relative orientation. In Fig.18 the probability distribution of finding two defects at a distance c 12 is shown. The rise near r/L = 1 is an artifact: These are events where the search algorithm does not find two different defects, but merely finds the same defect two times. To avoid the problem a cutoff at r = L was introduced where the search probe is not allowed to go. For system (I) one can observe that at small distances c 12 < 4 the defects repel each other. At large distances c 12 > 6 their effective interaction is attractive. The finite size behavior is strong. The large system (III) allows the defects to move further away from each other, whereas in the smaller system (II) they are forced to be closer together. However, from the simulation data, it is hard to obtain the behavior in the limit R/L → ∞. The difference angle θ 12 between both defect orientations, see Fig.20 is most likely π, hence the defects point on average away from each other. However, the orientations are not very rigid. For the least ordered system (IV) there is still a finite probability of finding the defects with a relative orientation of 90 degrees! Even for the strongly nematic systems (V) and (VII) the angular fluctuations are quite large. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the spherical system still contains surprises. Fig.21 a situation corresponding to a planar droplet with homeotropic boundary is shown. Two defects point away from each other. But there were also some unexpected configurations observed, namely two 1/2-defects pointing towards each other, Fig.22 , and an assembly of three positive 1/2-defects sitting at the corners of a triangle and a negative -1/2-defect in its center, Fig.23 . In all cases, integer defects seem to dissociate into halfinteger defects. The complete equilibrium defect distribution of hard spherocylinders lying tangentially on a sphere remains an open question.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have investigated the microscopic structure of topological defects of nematics in a spherical droplet with appropriate homeotropic boundary and for particles lying on the surface of a sphere. We have used hard spherocylinders as a model system for a lyotropic nematic liquid crystal. This system allows us to study the statistical behavior of the microscopic rotational and positional degrees of freedom. For this system we find half-integer topological point defects in two dimensions to be stable. The defect core has a radius of the order of one particle length. It is surrounded by free-standing density oscillations. Considering the defects as quasi-particles we have presented results for their effective interaction. The microscopic structure revealed by radially resolving density and order parameter profiles around the defect position is identical for the planar and the spherical system. An experimental investigation using anisotropic colloidal particles like tobacco mosaic viruses or carbon nanotubes is highly desirable to test our predictions. Then larger accessible system sizes can be exploited.
Also of interest is the long-time dynamical behavior of the motion of topological defects. The advantage of colloidal systems over molecular liquid crystal is the larger length scale that enables real-space techniques like digital video-microscopy to be used. From a theoretical point of view it would be interesting to describe the microstructure of topological defects within the framework of density functional theory. Using phenomenological Ginzburg-Landau models, one could take the elastic constants of the HSC model as an input, and could calculate the spatial distribution functions of the defect positions and check against our simulations. Finally we note that we currently investigate the three-dimensional droplets that are filled with spherocylinders. In this case more involved questions appear, as both, point and line defects, may appear. Table 1 : Overview of the simulated parameter range: number of particles N , anisotropy p, packing fraction η, scaled droplet diameter 2R/L. Systems (I)-(VII) are planar, the system named "sphere" corresponds to spherical geometry. : Radially resolved density profiles ρ(r) as a function of the distance from the droplet center r scaled by the particle length L. System (I) is reference, compared to lower (IV) and higher (V) packing fraction, and lower (VI) and higher (VII) anisotropies. Note the density decrease for (V) and (VII) near the droplet center, r < 2L. ) as a function of the radial distance r from the defect position scaled by one particle length L. Topological defect for different particle numbers (I,II,III), on the sphere is to be compared with a free bulk fluctuations (bulk). The difference between (I) and bulk is plotted (I-bulk). Also the behavior of the aligned model (aligned), and the spherical model (sphere) are shown. 
